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The world is heating up

http://www.wmo.int/pages/themes/climate/index_en.php

Michel Jarraud, secretary-general of the World Meteorological
Organisation, presents a chart showing the year 2009
is likely to rank as the warmest on record.
Photograph: Miguel Villagran/Getty Images
The Guardian. 8 December 2009.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/dec/08/met-office-warmest-decade

The world is heating up

NASA. http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs

base period 1951-1980

Line plot of global mean land-ocean temperature index, 1880 to present
[ base period 1951-1980]
Scource: NASA. http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/

Some effects of rising
temperatures
1°C rise
l
l
l
l

Small glaciers in Andes disappear
50 m people's water supply threatened
300 000 die from malaria, diarrhoea, starvation
10% species extinct, choral reefs blanched

2 C °rise
l
l
l
l

30% less water in SA & Mediterranean
60 m more exposed to malaria in Africa
Polar bear & caribou extinct
Greenland ice shelf melts, sea levels up 7 meters

3°C rise
l
l
l

Serious drought in Southern Europe
3 m more people die from malnutrition
Up to 40% species face extinction

Graphics from the Stern report
http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-files/Lifeandhealth/pdf/2006/10/31/sterngraphics.pdf

Some effects of rising
temperatures
4°C rise
l
l
l

Australian agriculture ends
Half of arctic tundra disappears
African agriculture yields down by 35%

5 C ° rise
l
l
l
l

Himalayan glaciers disappear
London, New York, Tokyo threatened by sea
levels
Massive migration of populations
Greenland ice shelf melts, sea levels up 7
meters

From the Stern Report
Graphics from the Stern report
http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-files/Lifeandhealth/pdf/2006/10/31/sterngraphics.pdf

l

l

“Climate change is the biggest
global health threat of the 21st
century.” This statement opens and
sums up the final report of a yearlong Commission held jointly
between The Lancet and University
College London (UCL) Institute for
Global Health. Climate change will
have its greatest impact on those
who are already the poorest in the
world: it will deepen inequities and
the effects of global warming will
shape the future of health among all
peoples. Yet this message has
failed to penetrate most public
discussion about climate change. “

Lancet, May 16th, 2009

Climate change and human
health
l

'Extreme weather events'
n

l

Heat waves, floods, droughts, cyclones

Loss of biodiversity and ecosystem 'goods & services'
n

Crop yields, fish stocks &c

l

Distribution of disease vectors
n Malaria in Southern Italy, extending in SA; diarrhoea

l

Air pollutants
n

l

Respiratory disorders

Sea level rise
n

Flooding, salination & pollution of aquifers

All this against backdrop of other global challenges
§

The dominant but unsustainable western model for 'development'

§

Growing gaps between rich and poor

§

Political and economic insecurity, war and conflict

Climate change and child health &
survival
Direct effects of climate change on child survival
n

Diarrhoea and water-borne diseases

n

Malaria and other vector-borne diseases

n

Food insecurity, hunger and malnutrition

n

Increasing frequency of disasters

Indirect effects of climate change on child survival
n

Impact on fragile livelihoods

n

Increased migration and displacement

n

Impact on urbanisation

n

Additional burdens on women

n

Food versus fuel

n

Weakened health systems
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Vulnerability & climate justice

Photo: L Reynolds

l

Africa has contributed less
than any other region to the
greenhouse gas emissions
responsible for global warming

l

But the continent is also the
most vulnerable to the
consequences

l

“The rich will find their world to
be more expensive,
inconvenient, uncomfortable,
disrupted and colourless; in
general, more unpleasant and
unpredictable, perhaps greatly
so. The poor will die.”

BUT:

lHealth

co-benefits

Virtuous Cycle

A 70 kg man walking at 2.6 miles/
hour uses approx 200 kcals, the
energy in 2 10 ccs teaspoonfuls of
oil
l The energy in a kilo ( litre) of oil is
10 kilowatt hours, 8600 kcals or 30
megajoules. This is equivalent to
about 40 hours of human work.
l 40 litres in a petrol tank is equivalent
to doing 8 hours of manual labour /
day for 200 days.
l

Virtuous Cycle
Less red meat-> less bowel cancer
l Less road use-> less RTAs
l More exercise-> less depression/ stroke/
heart attack/ cancers/ osteoporosis/ falls/
muscle weakness/ obesity/ diabetes
l Less pollution -> less respiratory illness
and asthma
l

NO TIME TO
LOSE

Work of the Climate and Health
Council
Founded by British Medical Journal with
Robin Stott, former Chair of Medact
l Aims to inform, affirm, advocate,
innovate and disseminate in relation to
climate change
l

l

www.climateandhealth.org

Activities of the CHC
l
l
l
l
l

Sign the Pledge (see website)
Works with NHS Sustainable Development Unit
Organised meetings with WHO and Royal Colleges
Writes papers in BMJ and Lancet (UCL commission)
Works with 1010 Health www.1010uk.org

l

Green health coalition:
CHC
Medact
Campaign for Greener Healthcare
Medsin (Medical students international
network)
Healthy Planet

UK Context
l

l
l
l

“ Our mission is, in truth, historic and world
changing - to build, over the next fifty years
and beyond, a global low carbon economy.
And it is not overdramatic to say that the
character and course of the coming century
will be set by how we measure up to this
challenge… All of us - government, business,
civil society and individuals - have a part to
play in this momentous task.”
Prime Minister
Gordon Brown
19 November 2007.

NHS Sustainable Development
Unit
l

The NHS has a carbon footprint of 18 million tonnes
CO2 per year. This is composed of energy (22%),
travel (18%) and procurement (60%). Despite an
increase in efficiency, the NHS has increased its
carbon footprint by 40% since 1990. This means that
meeting the Climate Change Act targets of 26%
reduction by 2020 and 80% reduction by 2050 will be
a huge challenge. This strategy establishes that the
NHS should have a target of reducing its 2007
carbon footprint by 10% by 2015. This will require the
current level of growth of emissions to not only be
curbed, but the trend to be reversed and absolute
emissions reduced. Interim NHS targets will be
needed to meet the government targets.

Examples of NHS action
Measuring the carbon footprint
l Using locally sourced food
l Reducing car transport, promoting staff
cycling & public transport
l Energy conservation
l Waste disposal
l Green pharmaceuticals
l

What health professionals can do
l
l
l
l
l
l

Measure your own carbon footprint and set a good
example
Be sure of the science and educate your colleagues:
even doctors can be climate deniers
Inform the media of the health co-benefits
Green your workplace: recycle, reuse, reduce, use
sustainable travel (1010 health)
Put CC into the curriculum
Engage your professional organisation to advocate

Sustainable communal life

Labonté R (1993) A holosphere of healthy and
sustainable communities. Aust N Z J Public
Health 17: 4–12.
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l
l
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l
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